Testing Gummy Bears In Different Liquids
Problem / Testable Question
What liquid will make the gummy
bear the biggest?

Background
Gummy bears are made with gelatin
which prevents the bear from
dissolving. The water expands the
gummy bear through the process of
osmosis. Osmosis is when water
moves from more concentration to
low concentration .

Hypothesis

I think that plain water is
going to be the biggest
because of osmosis.
Materials
1.Cups
2. Gummy Beats
3. Vinegar
4. Water
5. Water and sugar
6. Water and salt
7. Oil
8. Lemon juice
9. Spoon
10. Labels
11. Notebook
12. Ruler
13. Timer
1.

Procedure

Photos

Conclusion
Surprisingly, the sugar water gummy bear
was actually the biggest. It seems that
my sugar water solution didn't have
enough sugar. In my research I learned
that the plain water gummy bear should
have been the biggest because the
water molecules move in to the bear by
means of osmosis. Osmosis is is when
water moves from more concentration
to a less concentration. This is why my
plain water gummy bear was very close
in size to the sugar water Gummy bear.

Step 1. Prepare the different
solutions in cups.
Step 2. Put the gummy bears
in the cups
Step 3. After 30 minutes
measure the gummy bears
Step 4. Record data for each
gummy bear.
Step 5. Repeat steps 3 and 4
three more times.
Step 6. At the end compare
the gummy bears to determine
which one is the biggest.
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More Photo’s

Reflections on Learning
Please answer the following
questions about your project.

1. Where did you do your
project and who supervised
you?

I did my project in my kitchen and
my mom supervised me.

2. Please fill out the chart with the safety
risks for your project and the safety
measures you used.
Possible Safety Risk

Safety Measures Used

Example: Use Power Drill

Parent Supervised

Example: Handled Liquid
Chemicals

Wore gloves and washed
hands after use

3. What gave you the idea for this project?
ANSWER: I came up with this project because I
love candy and I wanted to learn more about
gummy bears.

Example: Plants Grew Mold Threw plants away as soon
as they molded

ANSWER:
Possible Safety Risk
None

Safety Measures Used
Na

Did you follow all of the Austin Energy
Regional Science Fest’s Elementary Rules
and Guidelines?
ANSWER:
Yes I followed the rules

4. What did you learn from doing your
project?
ANSWER: I learned how osmosis works and
how gummy bears react to different liquids.
Osmosis is when water moves from one
concentration to a less concentration.

5. What would you change about the project
and why?
ANSWER:
I would change my project by adding more
sugar to the sugar water because we didn't
add that much and that caused the sugar
water to be the biggest.

6. What new questions do you have?
ANSWER: my other questions are what would
gummy bears react to other liquids like coke,
baking soda, coffee, tomato sauce, milk, juice,
Fanta and fizzy water.

7. Is there anything else you want to tell your
judge?
ANSWER: I had fun learning and doing this
project but, i would rather do it on a board.

